
Golf Smart Stock Swing Break Down

Set up issues
Shoulders open - On the downswing, do you have an open face issue? Is your trail arm your dominant power source? Do you have a lower body sequence issue?

Too much side tilt (axis tilt) with the irons - Do you have trail arm release issues?

Tension in the arms - Do you have  a cast pattern? Do you have a lunge pattern?

Grip in palm - Do you have a cast pattern? Do you shallow the club with the arms in transition?

Bend in the spine instead of hips - Do you know how to use your hips, or are you more knee dominant with your lower body? Are you trying to keep your back too 
straight?

If you struggle from a swing issue, ask yourself the following questions to see how it is linked to your pattern

Impact issues
Weight not over left foot - Did you motorcycle enough or are you using a left path to get the face pointed at the target? Did you start your downswing with your lower 
body? Did you shallow the club with the zorro move?

Loss of posture (no side bend) - Did you motorcycle at the top or in transition? Or are you using the stand up to square the face? Are you using your trail arm as your power 
source (cast pattern)?  Did you lunge too far in front of the ball and have to stand up to shallow it out? Did you shallow out the club with the arms in transition or are you 
using your body as the main source? Did your trail arm work more out toward the ball instead of across your body?

Follow  through position issues
Hands high or too much to the out away from you - Did you early extend with your hips? Did you side bend your upper body too much? Do your arms lift o� your body 
too much? Did you close the face early or is it closing fast late and raising the handle adds an open face component?

Hands low or too close to your body - Did you start your downswing with your lower body? Did you have enough side bend? Did the left arm chop too much and work 
behind your side or did it stay in front of your body?  Did you use a left path to help an open face? Did you motorcycle?

Elbows wider than impact - Did you use a cast pattern? Did you lunge toward the target from the top? Did you motorcycle at the top or in transition?  Did you use your 
lower body �rst? Was your lower body open at impact?

Have you lost your posture (not enough side bend?) - Is your foot turned out enough to support your hips? Did you cast? Did you do the motorcycle? Did you not shallow 
the club in transition?

Backswing issues
Is your backswing all arms? - Did you start with good hip hinge or did you bend more in your spine? Is your grip in the palm? Do you shallow the arms in transition? Do 
you use the motorcycle at the top or in transition?

Did you have a backswing sway? - Is your main power source an arm load? Is your mid back weak and having a hard time supporting the arms at the top? 

Loss of posture (standing up) - Are you going to use mostly a chop or crunch as your power source? Are you going to hang back at impact and use a left path to get the 
face pointed at the target?

Right elbow more behind your body (limited external rotation) - Are you going to use your arms as your main power source? Do you shallow the shaft with your arms in 
transition? Do you have a cast pattern?

Over setting the wrists - Did you use the motorcycle in transition? Is your power source more of a pull down of the club than a body rotation?

Transition issues
Upper body spin - Are you using a left path to �x an open face? Is the lat pull your main power source? Is your trail elbow or wrist casting? Did your arms shallow in 
transition or use the motorcycle?

Early Extension - Did you have a steep arm movement in transition? Are you pushing against the ground in the wrong direction? 

Does your trail arm straighten too soon (either the wrists or the elbow)? - Does your upper body lunge toward the target? Did you have side bend during the downswing? 
Did you do the motorcycle?

Forward Lunge - Did you use your legs for power, or only upper body?  Did you use a vertical arm motion and you are going to stand up during the release? Did you use 
the motorcycle? 

Too much trail side bend - Are you using your back as your main power source? Are you using your arms vertically in the transition?

Left wrist extending (no motorcycle) - Is your main power source your lat and a pull of the arms? Is your trail arm straightening during transition? Do you stand up during 
the release to close the face? Do you feel more of a lift of the arms as the release?

Release issues
Standing up with the body - Are you creating your power with more of a crunch and not enough legs or core rotation? Do you have a steep arm path and need the stand 
up to help shallow it out? Did you motorcycle or are you using the stand up to help close the face faster?

Bending elbows during the release - Are you using more of a shoulder chop or upper ab crunch for power?  Are you using a leftward path for an overly open face? Have 
you done the motorcycle early enough or long enough? Are you using it to avoid hitting it fat because the trail arm isn’t working across your chest?

Squaring face with shaft back instead of forward lean - Is your trail arm straightens too soon as a power source? Do you have an in to out path and an open face? Are you 
doing the motorcycle early enough? Are you protecting a lead shoulder injury?

Lunge toward the target -  are you using your upper body as your main power source? Do you have enough rotation as a power source? Are you casting? Are you doing 
the motorcycle early enough? Is your trail elbow tracking more across your body than out toward the ball?

General Trends
As you can see, there are a number of issues that can overlap to form patterns. In general, a lot of full swing issues come from a few things.  Not creating speed from your 
whole body.  Not closing the clubface early enough.  Not shallowing out the path of the club with the arms during transition. And not having the trail arm track properly 
during the release.  Each golfer can have lots of subtle variations of these issues, but the general patterns remain fairly universal.


